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EDITORIAL
As editor of this year's Firebrand, I have in the last
few weeks thumbed through many of the old yearbooks. In reading the past editorials, I was struck by
how often the editorial theme centered in change.
Change is obviously not new - not here or anywhere.
It is an essential of life, it keeps our society from growing static, and perhaps springs from ma1i"s desire, and
his right, to be uniquely individual. We like to be our selves - to be "me." At the same time, we do not
want to be isolated. We like friends; we want to communicate friendship, and above all we want to keep
our friendships.
All this is particularly true at Dominican. Herc
individuality is important. Each student is striving to
maintain her individuality while desiring acceptance
from her particular group of friends. Friendship and
belonging are major values, but not at the expense of
losing our own integrity, our own personality.
Friendship links us to one another and to the group.
A strange and wonderful tie, it involves us in activities
which we would not have attempted otherwise. Many
of us in our four years have found out that friendship means a giving of self. How many of us would
have volunteered to aid the mentally retarded children
or to donate blood if it had not been for the gentle
prodding of friends? Seemingly within each person
there is a reluctancy to give of self, to expose ourselves
-our individual personality to criticism-fearing that
we might be laughed at, or, worse, talked about behind
our backs. We need the reassurance of friends that
9

what we do is acceptable, that it is "the" thing to do.
This need for reassurance and acceptance by our
friends is seemingly necessary for us to grow in selfconfidence. It is only when a person can trust in her
fellow beings that she can begin to believe herself an
individual, and then once accepted, her personality
can grow and take on new dimensions.
In these past four years, each of us gained new
friends and in these friends we found ourselves. And
in finding a little of ourselves we have become more
uniquely individual. We as individuals and as a class
have learned to accept one another for what each person is. It is this tolerance and acceptance of one another that has made for variety. The faculty speaks
of our class as made up of individuals. And that is true.
Ultimately each in our class is an individual, going her
own way; however, when the "chips are down" we are
not afraid of uniting and standing together. And this
quality of uniqueness and solidarity is perhaps not
only characteristic of our class, it is rather what makes
Dominican friendly and especially human. None of us
leaving Dominican can say that she is not parting from
friends.
For us Dominican is more than just an educational
institution; it is a place where people meet, come together sharing problems, classes and friendly times.
However much anyone complains, she has to admit
that D.C. has left its mark on her - the mark of
growth not only in intellect but in the expansion of
her individual character - individuality gained m
great part through friendship.

MEW
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THE

CLASS

OF

1971

SISTER M. JOHN MARK BOSS, O .P.
Sa n Rafael, Ca li forn ia
MAJOR :
MINO!\:

£

HJSTOR Y
ONOM ICS

Transferred from Univers it y of Ca li fo rnia , Davis '67

SISTER JOHN MARK
Mark the good Dominican
enthusiastic for truth
singing of it in guitar-woven psalms
playing out her own life fort e vivo
her mind, heart, hear
" Launch out into the deep"
catch knowledge, break it to everyone.
Glad for basketball, Butterfingers,
laughter and living
more glad for friends beyond number
discussions beyond time.
Easy to live with, easy to know
there is yet much to know
a smile, robust greeting, long stride on
to a goal, task, ending, another goal
the greatest ( mark the good Dominican)
the possessing and telling of Christ.
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SUSAN C. BYERSDORFER
Renton , W as hin g ton
M AJ O R:
M INO R:

BI OLOGY

PHY SICAL E D UCA TI ON

T ransferr ed from Bell evu e Co mmunity CoJJ ege ' 69
Jcalian Club '69
Scien ce C lub '69, '70
W.R .A. '69, '7 0

SUSIE
Alive with energy
and a laugh
unforgettable,
compact of reality
and fancy, she brings
freshness to todays'
humdrum. Friendly,
at one with the many,
yet silent often.
Discovering beauty
in nature and science
in even the smallest
of insects.
Living each day
simply, joyously
with love
for the gifts of God.
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JOAN PATRICIA CARRICO
Reno, Nevada
MAJOR : MUS IC
M I NOR: EN(,LISH

Gamma Sil{ ma '70, '71
Who's Who Among Students In Amer ican Co ll eges and Universit ies '7 1
Madrigals '68, '69, '70, '71

Music C lub '68, '69, '70
Pres ident '69
Symp hony Forum Member '69, '70, '7 1
Drama Productions '68

PATTY
Counterpoint mixing misplaced words
with an English minor.
Shy introspection
turning to warm receptiveness.
Consistently inconsistent inevitably late or
forgetting something.
Finding in music
the joy and beauty
of life making with piano
and guitar
perfect harmony.
Warm
sens1t1ve
expressing the moods
of past and present and future.
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D O ROTHY ANN E C AVANAU G H
Sa n F ra nc isco, C ali fo rni a
M AJO I\ '.
M I NO !\:

C lass Soc ia l C h a irm an '70
C lass V ice- Pres ide nt '7 1
Ac ti vi ti es Boa rd '7 I
Soc ia l Co mm ittee '69, '70, '7 1
Caril/011 S ca ff '69
f-'i r,·h r1111d Sta ff '7 1

, i>u, c 11

PSYC H O LOGY

Co m m uni ty Serv ice '69
Iri sh C lub '68, '69, '70
Keys '69, '70
Tro u pers '68
Drama Pro du ct ion, '69, '70, '71
D irecto r S t. Gco r_c:c l'l.1y '7 1

DOTTI
A talented actress
desiring the attention
and love
of those around her.
Highly emotional
and sensitive.
A creative extrovert
effusive, bringing
laughter and entertainment
and color to life
but unsure of herself.
Too honest, too idealistic
tense
a pink and orange personality
seeking true friends,
disturbed by apathy.
Gaily and
irresistably Irish.
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PRIS ILLA JANE

LIFFORD

Boise, Idaho
MAJOR:

i\ll"l

M I NOR:

Socia l Co mmittee '7 I
Hou se Soc ia l C h airman '7 1
Carillo" Scaff '68, '69

llt~ ·t ol\Y

I N<. I 1\11

Co mmunity Serv ice '6R
Iris h C lu b '70
Ita lian C lub ' 69

JANIE
An airy disposition .
Animated and impulsive
but often forgetful.
Giving of her time
to others' problems
and needs a listener,
yet never able to say No
and, therefore, often
manipulated
by friends or
associates, and underestimated.
Aware of it and still delighting in people.
Impractical.
Caught in a fantasy, and future,
of skis, snow, and mountains,
a Boisy boy and generous giving.
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S ISTER M. PAMELA C LINTO N , O.P.
S.111 Rab el, C a liforn ia
~ I J\ J OR:
M I NO !(:

1; 10 1. 0C,\'
C lll ' ~ II T l( \'

Relig io us Act iv.i t ics Co mmitt ee ' 67 . '68
0 111rnunit y Se r vice '65
Int erna t io na l Studc nt 1 C lub '61, '66
'67, '68

.'c ie nce C lub '65, '66, '67, '68
V ice -Presid ent '67

SISTER PAMELA
A scientist
mounting ribbon-thin
sections of starfishtissue upon a Sunday
afternoon; a poet
wntmg 1n wmter
of sand and sunset and
autumn; but practical
too, offering cake
fresh Iy baked and caring
for the inner man;
A thinker, too,
finding in each new day
a time of beginning,
wiser for yesterday.
A believer, drawing her
strength from Scripture
and gay with understanding.
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JUDITH SCULLY DARDEN
Sa n f.ranci ~co,
a li fornia
1/\J OR:
M I NO R :

EN<,1 15 11

P SYC II OLOC,Y

D ece mber I 970 GraduHc
T ransfe rred from Univcr, it y o f Sa n l· ran c i;co '69

JUDY
Books
her cosmos
and a taste that varies
from Freud to Feiffer.
Friends too
varied - and
as cherished a
her books.
Conversation,
quick with her humor
and hearty laugh.
Silences for listening.
Independent, sincere.
As spirited and free
as the city she loves.
Her joy in the Romantic
reflected in her own
life style.
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FRANCE A N DEBARBRIE
San Carlos, California
M,\JOR:
MINOR:

C la ss Trea,urcr '70
H o use Co un c il '70

Firl'!Jra11d Scaff '7 1

MI STO I\ Y
50(.10 1 OGY

Co mmunit y Service '68, ' 69
Dram a Production '67

FRAN
Punctual - annoyed by lateness.
Cheerful, and well adapted to
a casual party environment
among those she knows.
Conversing with all
getting her way undesirable problems and people disappear
by disregarding them.
Sensitive, easily hurt, so
emotions are retained inside.
Amused by small children,
enjoys people and traveling.
Frustrated by
not being able to help not always knowing how.
An avid spectator
enjoying the comforts of
technology and close family ties.
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PEGGY LEE DIEBOLD
Corre Madera, Ca li fornia
MAJO I\: B IOLOGY
M I NO!\:

LNGLJSII

Transferred from College of Marin '69

PEGGY
A love
for the life outdoors trees, the sun, night air for an adventuresome afternoon
or early evening hike,
anywhere, but never
to _the same place twice.
An excitement
in poetry, written on the spur
of the moment.
An enjoyment of art
as being closest to
« immortal reality."
A preference for the natural
and artistic.
Above all else,
a love for simplicity in union with nature.
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BARBARA GAIL DUDLEY
Honolulu, Ha wa ii
MAJOR:
MINOR:

Hou se Coun ci l '68, '69
Firebrand Scaff '71
French C lub '68 , '69
President '69

F RENC H

ART H ISTO RY

Internaci onal Students C lub '68 , '69 ,
'70, '7 J
Drama Productions '68, '69, '7 1

BARB

A dreamer - a poet
tempering intensity
with youthful spirits
of mischief.
Confidently pursuing
the ideal, yet
perceiving beauty
in imperfection.
An optimist
philosophizing about
living and loving.
Trusting responding with
kindness and smiles.
A deep strength
leaving childhood with
a parting sigh and
willingly facing tomorrow.

3I

CLAIRE ERNESTINE EDELMAN
Sa n F ranc isco, C ali fo rni a
MAJOR: SOC IOLOG Y
M I NOR:

P SY C H OLO<.,Y

CLAIRE
Blue eyes
signalling
understanding
opening early
to accept
the special gift
of each day.
Organized against
the unexpected.
Sophisticated in the
San Francisco way.
Loving the city
football
and en joying
the quiet of self
and the company
of friends.
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NAN PAULINE FARASYN
Los Altos, California
MAJOR:

l' Rl:.NCH

MINOR:

E NGLISH

December 1970 Graduate
Transferred from Santa Clara University ' 69

NAN
Dancing sunlight
sparkling rain simple things
so important
to a being so
complicated.
The heart comes
first always
yet hurts
more often than not.
The gentle grasping
of an idea.
The quiet listening
that seeks answers
f or many " w h ys. ,,
The determination
to learn French
in Provence
and much else.
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EILEEN DA VLIN FLETCHER
Fairfax, California
MAJOR:

MATHEMATICS

MINOR:

E NGLISH

December 1970 Graduate
Transferred from University of San Francisco '68

EILEEN
Diversity of character Quietly reserved
but a friendly smile.
Opinionated
yet willing to listen.
Contemplative.
True to traditional
values however unafraid
of independence
and success.
Always procrastinating
but able
to work under pressure.
Faces life seriously
teaching small children
and enjoying them
muchly. A quicksilver personality.
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I

SHARON RENEE FOURNIER
Stockton, California
MAJOR: SOCIOLOGY
MINOR:

PSYCHOLOGY

Executive Board '71
House Chairman '69, '70, '71
House Council '68, '69, '70, '71

Crew '68, '69
Keys '69
Music Club '69

SHARON
Never bored and
never cautious.
Completely honest
trusting to a fault.
An impression of naivete
stemming from simplicity
and spontaneity
disclosing realness that
makes and keeps
friends.
Good natured
with a sarcastic twist
illumined by
a Cheshire Cat grin.
Living in the moment Looking forward to the future?
In the mean time - seeking
peace m nature.
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MARY MAUREEN GANNON
Atherton, California
MAJOR:

SOCIOLOGY

MINOR: SPECIAL EDUCATION

Class President '70
Executive Board '70
Social Committee '69
House Council '71
Carillon. Staff '69, '70

Firebrand Staff '71
ommunity Service '68, '70, '71
Irish Club '68, '69, '70
Spanish Club '68, '69, '70
Young Republicans '68

MO
Dependable and earnest
with a touch of the sarcastic.
Usually confident
with strong opinions
she wishes not to force
on others. Self-determined
independent - not a follower.
Quick to accept and enjoy
quick to laughter
sometimes excessively moody.
Finally an optimist
knowing where she is going
and why.
An Irish stubbornness,
creative hands,
an active body and mind
open to listening to new ideas, to other ways.
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MARY ELIZABETH GASKIN S
Vallejo, California
MAJOR : SOC IAL SC IEN C ES
CON C ENTRATION :
MINOR:

H ISTORY

PSY C HOLOGY

T ransferred from Solano Junior College '69
C lass T rcasurcr '71

MARYBETH
An idealist
seeking the goodness
of life but aware
that she's too easy going.
Dependable - having
moments of intense seriousness
lightened by spells
of flightiness.
A feminine sentimentalist
who enjoys attention, and is
social - of necessity.
High strung.
Full of wild ideas, with
intense energy sufficient
to push them through.
Humane, extrovertedly so,
demanding little of people
except sincerity.
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HELEN B. GIACOMINI
San Rafael , Ca lifornia
MAJOR:

ART HISTORY

MINOR:

ITALIAN

December 1970 Graduate
Transferred from Humboldt State '68

HELEN
Appreciating
the unusual
delighting in
the common place
interested in
the here and now.
Devoted to family
loving Marin
and the college
her art-history major
and even the students.
Rejoicing in the world.
Striving to smooth
the way.
Not unaware of
the problems
but feeling them
not unsolvable.
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JEANETTE RITA GILBEAU
Manteca, California
MAJOR:

HISTORY

MINOR: FRENCH

Gamma Sigma '70, '7 1
Freshman Class Advisor '70
Executive Board '70
Firebrand Staff '71

Community Service '69
Madrigal '70, '71
Drama Productions '69, '70, '71

JAN
Methodical
Conscientious about subjects
of special interest but
procrastinating, cramming
at deadlines; yet somehow
arnvmg
at the head of the class.
Dependable and practical
an avocation for medicine
and mysteries.
Shy around strangers;
shielded by mischievous humor
a certain skeptical tone
and a nervous blush.
Unexpectedly dramatic
but integrated and involved
with the learning of now
and the reality that is.
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LA URA ELLEN HERMOSILLO
Stockton, California
MAJOR:

MINOR:

SPAN! 11

P~YCHOLOGY

Sigma Delta Phi '7 1
Pub licity C hairman '7 1
Firrbra11d Staff '7 1

Spanish Club '68, '69
President '7 1
Drama Productions '7 1

LAURA
Eyes dark and deep
with peace
and happiness.
A gen de manner,
a nature, however, not
incapable of anger.
Mischievous! y shy;
often forgetting herself
in fun and laughter.
Attentive to the concerns
of others, generous and
willing to share not one to say no
to a friend or stranger.
Appreciative of
small favors .
Genuinely wanting
the best for others.
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CHRIST IN E MARIE HUPF
Daly

ity, C:i li fo rni a

MAJOI\:

AII.T

M IN OR:

Soc ial Chairm an '70

III STORY

FIi.EN

H

Exec utive Board '70

CHRISTINE
A friendly smile
sophisticated look
self-confidence in all things.
Finding
friendship
a necessity in life
and relaxation
in bridge and the give
and take of conversation.
Deep down
a romantic hanging
on to the ideals
of beauty and justice
and keeping close
to snoopy and
laughter.
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DOR EEN YURI E ISA
H o no lulu , H awai i
C lu b Coo rdinato r '70
Exec uti ve Board '70
Ac ti viti es Co un c il '70
C lub Co u nc iJ '69, '70
H o use Coun c il '7 0, '7 1
Firrbra 11d Scaff '70, '7 1

MA J OI\ :

SPEEC M

M I NOI\:

M ISTO R Y

In te rn atio n al St udents C lu b '68, '69 ,
'70, '7 1; Pres id en t '69
Keys '71
Sig m a Soc iety '7 I
Treasurer
D ram a P ro du ct io ns '70, '7 1

DOREEN
Outgoing
friendliness blending
sarcastic wit,
verbosity, and
patient understanding.
Considerate, bluntly honest,
at times headstrong.
Determined obstacles mean little;
agonizingly organized
neatness following through
on things begun.
A warm disposition
looking ahead
rare! y back.
Living for the
present and f u cure.
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MARY FRANCES JEFFREY
San Rafael, C:1liforni:1
MAJOR:

E NGLI S H

MINO!\:

FREN C H

December 1970 Graduate
Day Student Representative '69
Community Service '66
Caril/011 Staff '66, '67, '68, '69

M.F.
Alternately vibrant and phlegmatic reflecting her little
corner of the world.
Philosophical attitudes
mix with an
abundance of laughter
echoing from the Jeffrey dorm.
Devotedly loyal
to the family - the second
of 11 children caring equally for
close friends.
Committed to the immediate,
tomorrow can come - later!
A sporadic organizer
with a mad passion
for making others happy.
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ELIZABETH J OHANS ING
P asade na, Ca lifornia
MAJO R : HISTO RY
M I NOR:

ART JJI STO R Y

C"ril/011 St aff '69
Spec ial Eve n ts Co mmit tee '68, '69

Ir ish C lub '68, '70

BETHIE
The very essence
of youth.
Sunny optimism with
an enthusiasm
that catches.
A daring which
tries anything new.
Energy to work on
projects to brighten
the world and its
people.
Fond of tradition
even antiques so long
as room is left
for creation.
Sincere and earnest
waiting for dreams
to come true.
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TERESA ANNE KAEHLER
Lodi , California
MAJOR : HISTORY
MINOR:

FRENCH

Transfe rred from San Joaquin Delta Co ll ege '69
Sig ma Society '71
Community Service '71

TERRY
An insatiable desire
to learn about
the intricacies of life.
A refreshing honesty
a practicality mixed
with romanticism.
Interested in people and places;
loving children .
Outdoors, the troop
leader working with
and listening
to the needs of others .
Believing everything
is possible - even
a year in Paris.
Wanting one day
to go in to farming
or fashions.
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SIST ER MARY CORIT A KEA NE, S.M.
County M ~yo, Ireland
M AJ OR:
M INOR:

SOC IOLOGY
l'SYCMOLOGY

December 1970 G radu ate
T ransfe rred fr om th e Co ll ege of O ur Lady o f Mercy '69

SISTER MARY CORIT A
Eyes brimming with
quiet laughter
witty of tongue
simple in caste.
Wanting to share knowledge, wisdom,
an experience enjoyed.
Quick co respond
to the sorrows
or joys of another.
Quietly generous no need too small
or too great.
Congenial, adaptable
in the fulfillment of
her greatest desire "To live Christ's life
and to spread His love."
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SANDRA ANN E KELL
Sa n R af ae l, Ca lifo rni a
M AJO R :
M I NO R:

G a111111a Sigma '70, '7 1

A.S.D .C. Da y Student R eprese nt ative '70
Exec utive Board '7 0
Firebrn,,d Art Edi to r '7 1

ART

HI STO RY

Co mmunit y Se rv ice '70
Intern at ional Stud ents lub '68
Spani sh C lub '68
Youn g R epublica ns '69

SANDY
Puts you in mind of
yellow daisies
and sunshine
warm and bright.
Reaches out to create
shapes in clay,
patterns and prints.
Whatever needs to be
done is her task
for the day scattering happiness
shunning hypocrisy
and untruth. Sensitive
wanting to grasp
reality but depressed
by injustice.
Having courage
to be joyful.
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A NE

ARMEL KINSEY

Novato, Ca liforn;a
MAJOR :
MINOR :

MUS IC
IT AI.IAN

Day Student Representa ti ve '70
Publ ic it y Co mmitte e '70
Fireb rand Scaff '71
Community Se rvi ce '68, ' 69
Int ern at io nal St ud ents C lub '68, '69

Ita li an C lub '69 , '70
Madriga l '68, '69
Music C lub '68, '69, '70, '7 1
Orama Productions '71

ANNE
Her world
a world of music casually Streisand
romantica ll y Chopin a piano
in soft candle-light.
Thoughtful,
questioning all
with open honesty.
Viewing each day
as a new beginning
herself as part of
the harmony of trees,
streams, sunshine and snow,
of present and past.
Wan ting to con tribute
to the melody
of tomorrow.
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I

MONIQUE KLEE
Coc habamba , Boli via
MAJOR:

!'RENCH
Pl\E - MED

l'i Delta Phi '70, '71

Comm unit y Service '70
International Students C lub '68, ' 69,
'70, '7 1 ; Vice-President '70

Scie nce C lub '69, '70
Vice -President '70

MONIQUE
Abounding with life.
Realistic, aware of the world's
joy - and pain.
Relishing work and
continuous activity.
Highly dependable - except
occasionally.
Detesting idleness
demanding fulfillment of
life: be it a party,
the symphony or a hike
through the hills.
Wanting to do things
well and independently.
An extrovert sustaining
an inner order, desiring
to practice medicine
to be of service to others.
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KJ\THER I E ANN KONAT ICH
M.1rs hal\ , Ca lifornia
Mil.)Oll:
M I NOll:

I' l l\ SIC ill

i\ll'I'
l · l)UCi\ I I ON

KATHY
Just naturally herself
though the self has
two sides: quiet and shy
with strangers; with friends
effervescent and daring.
Fast-paced, athletic,
energetic - yet
able to grasp
the complexities
even the nuances.
A lover of springtime
and the sea beaches.
An artist - her tastes
reflecting the moderns
Picasso's Guernica an ideal.
Able to face life
clear-eyed
with a grin.
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GAIL MARIE LANDTBOM
Sa n f-ra n c isco, Ca li fo rni a
MAJOR:
MIN O R:

Social C h airm an '71
Student Affairs Board '70
Soc ial Co mmittee '69, '70
Activities Co un c il '7 1

SPE l, C l-1

P~Y C H O I OGY

l'i rchra 11d Staff '7 1
Communit y Service '68
Keys '69, '70
Drama Produ ct ions '70, '71

GAIL
A ca refr ee
laug hin g spiri t .
.
som etimes worrymg
needl essly abou t
plan s and activit ies.
Mischievous,
f un -loving fightin g for all
she believes,
und ertaking t asks
with sin cere effort.
Sen t imental about blue skies
and t he Golden Gate Bridge.
Believing
" To be young
is to live;
to be happy
.1s to give.
.
''

71

LTLY LOPEZ
C hin :i nd cg:1,
MA.JOR:
~ II NOR:

S P AN IS I I

t\R T

H ISTO R Y

D ece mbe r I 97 0 G radu :1tc
Sµ;i ni , h C lu b '67, '6R, '69, '7 0
lntc rn :ir io n a l S rud c n t> C lu b '67, '68, '69, '70

LILY
Lover of
classical music,
rock as well;
a collector
stamps, pictures
people and cultures.
Easy going - unsure.
Clothes carefree
comfortable, whether
proper or not.
Treasuring friendship
making friends hesitantly.
Sensitively sharing
enjoying good food,
fine drink, the good life.
Free co be herself.
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CHRISTIN E MARI E LUSSIER
Menlo Park, C alifornia
MAJ O R : SP EEC H
M INO R : SP EC IAL

E DU C ATI ON

Transferred fr om So uth ern O r egon Co ll ege '68
C lass President '71
Firl'bra11d Staff '7 I
E xecutiv e Bo ard '7 1
Iri sh C lub ' 69
Drama Produ c tion '7 0, '7 1
Soc ial Co mmitt ee '7 1

CHRIS
A generous smile
merging into a
hearty laugh
and stretching out
to people.
Straightforward
willing to meet
a challenge
head on
and loving especially
the adventure of
only brothers
mountains and skiing.
Prudent gambler.
Most alive in excitement
but needing too
contemplation
and friends.
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DIANN LOUISE MA cART HUR
Mak ati , Ri za l, Philipp ines
MA J O R:
M I NO R :

50C IO LOGY

BLA C K STUD IES

Firb ra11d Scaff '71
In terna ci on al Stud ents C lub '68, '69,
'7 0 , '7 1

H o use Co un c il '7 I

CHO
Impulsive
wearing her heart
on her sleeve
and also her anger.
Occasionally sarcastic;
mostly warm and friendly
spreading goodwill and fellowship.
Enterprising
looking always to
the future - expecting
that around the next
corner will be some
new opportunity for
life or at least
entertainment.
Anxious to live;
not wanting to wait
for directions.
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SISTER M. BARBARA MAIER, O.P.
Bischbrunn/ Ba varia, Germany
MAJOR:
MINOR:

ART

HISTO RY

December 1970 Graduate

SISTER BARBARA
Finding inspiration in God
for her own;
ordered as Michelangelo,
searching as Picasso.
Sensitive to others, yet
matter-of-fact;
quick-tempered, but
far more quick to forgive.
Germany
transplanted in California
dreaming of missions in South Africa.
Femininity
under a collapsed umbrella.
Part blinking owl,
part bubbling little girl,
all dedication.
Caring and sharing
Love, Truth, and Joy.
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MAR G ARET SOOK - LIN G MAK
H o ng K o ng , Bri t ish Crow n Co lo n y
M AJ ()!\:

C JJl "M JST I\Y

MI NO !\ :

Internatio n al Srudents C lub '68, '69 ,
'70 , ' 71

UI O T OC.\"

Sc ience C lub '68 , '69, '70, '7 1
Pres id ent '7 0

MARGARET
Up at
dawn
bringing to simplicity
a new meaning.
Serving the sick
with love and
believing life to
be priceless
but not flawless.
Carefree, laughing
dreaming of
far-away places
and -home.
Reaching
to change:
"Either my whole self or
not at all, because I
want to be what I am."
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HELEN KATHLEEN MALONEY
Fairfax, Ca li fo rnia
MAJOR:
M INOR :

SOC IOLOGY
PSY C HOLOGY

Transferred from Universit y of Sa nta
Co mmunity Service '70

Iara '69

DOLLY
Definitely Irish
blonde, brightblue-eyed swirling skirts
hair in pigtails and she dances
as she walks.
Vivacious
effervescent
yet
earnest at the core.
Self-disciplined
desiring
to serve
to give of herself
wanting to make
things happen
to change the world .
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SUSAN MARIE MJ\RACCINI

Mill Valley, Ca li fornia
MAJOR :
M I NOR :

MUS IC
ITAl.lAN

Six ma '7 0, '7 1
H .0.0.D. Award ' 69
Who's Who Among Stude nts in Am e r ica n Co ll eges and Universities ' 7 1
W.R.A . Board '69
M!'11du111larl, Ass ista nt Businc,s
Manager '70
Ctll// 1//(/

Fi rl'br1111d Scaff '7 1
I ca li a n C lub '70, '7 1
Madriga l '68, '69, '70, '7 1
Mu sic C lub '70
Si,~""' Soc iety '7 1
ymphony Forum '7 1
Drama Produ c tion s '68, '6!J, '70, '7 1

SUE
Singing treating
songs with TLC.
Leaving popular tunes
unfinished.
Often
sharing
knowledge, wry
humor
with friends.
Quiet
occasionally
bursting
Italian zest
for living.
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MI CH ELE EALISH M CA RTHY
Sa usa lito, Ca lifornia
MAJOR:
M I NOR:

FRENCH

ART H ISTORY

Frenc h C lub '68, ' 69
Internationa l Stud ents C lub '7 1
Music C lub '68

EALISH
An American
in Aix-en-Provence
fulfilling a dream.
Now, a happy mixture
of Continental and California
manners and ways
and with ambitions
all her own.
Complex and fragile
as the lace she loves;
confident and willful as
the French de Gaulle.
A realist - reluctant
to dream
yet carried away
with the love
and joy
of an Irish romantic.
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SISTER MARY DENIS McCLURE, S.M.
Henderson , Kentuck y
M .~JOR:

SO !AL SCIENCES

CONCENTRATION:
MINOR:

HI STORY

ENGLISH

Dece mber 1970 Graduate
Transferred from the Coll ege of Ou r Lady of Mercy '69

SISTER MARY DENIS
Strength of character,
simplicity.
Loving the small things of life - like a
good joke or a ball game Determination
tackling work with a whole heart .
Living today to the fullest grateful for the challenge of tomorrow forgetful of all forgiven yesterday.
Warm hearted and generous
taking time and trouble
to help those in need .
Living a life of love "Through Him
and with Him
and in Him."
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BRIDGIT HELEN McGRATH
Camarillo, California
MAJOR:
MINOR:

ART

PSY C HOLO G Y

House Chairman '68
Irish Club '68, ' 69 , '70, '71

BRIDG
Laughing resoundingly
sharing an inherent
love of life.
Savoring every
moment of the day.
Rushing
to meet deadlines,
hoping to get
there - tomorrow.
Her trademark guitar and songs (proliferating)
loud and Irish.
Behind twinkling
brown eyes
depths
sad, pensive
quest10nmg
the world around her.
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EL YCE EDELMAN MELMON

San Rafael, California
MAJOR :

ENG LI SH

M INOR: SP EEC H

T ran sfe rred from th e Uni ve rsit y o f Ca li fo rni a, Berk eley '69

ELYCE
Caught up
in being wife,
mother, scholar
and somehow
joyously absorbed
and excelling in each.
Seeing the world
as basically beautiful;
aware of the light
and the shade.
Ardently pursuing questions.
Angry sometimes at the answers.
Every day is
a very unusual
expenence.
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MARY JO MOHR
Napa, Ca lifornia
MAJOR:
MINOR:

A.S.D.C. Treasurer '70
Executive Board '70
House Coun ci l '71

HISTORY

ART HISTORY

Firrbrand Business Manager '71
Community Service '68

JO
Logically seeking
reasons for the
confusion around her;
Practical to a fault reaching destinations
planned - or not.
Communicating
with clear blue eyes;
speaking out against
the superficialities
of life, getting
her points across a fount of wisdom.
A zest for
the good life long conversations,
bridge and friends.
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TEHAN! THERESE MOSCON I
Fairfax, C:1 lifornia
M AJOR:
MINOR:

MUSI C
IT/\LJ/\N

W ho 's Who Among Students in Amer ican Co ll eges and U niversities '7 1
A .S.D.C. Sec retary '7 0
C lass Vice -Preside n t '68
Exec utive Board '68, '69, '70

W.R.A. T reasurer '69
I !ou~e Cha irman '7 1
Internacional Students C lub '68
Italia n C lub '69

TEHANI
One might guess
that her world was bound
by a set of skiis atop
a Porsche, a world of
people - San Francisco people
of course - and one woul d
be right and wrong
for there is also the T ehani
who finds inner peace in nature
and prayer and in the
black Bechstein;
and there is the other
Tehani who loves Rod
McKuen and patches of daisies
in the sunlight and snoopy who is caught up
in the adventure of being ali ve
and in the miracle of
friends.
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KATHLEEN CEC ILE MURPHY
W:nsonvi ll c, Ca lifornia
MAJOI\:
~II NOI\:

H ISTOI\Y
SOC IO ! O<,Y

C la ss Seco nd Vicc - i'rcsidrnt '70
Reli g io us A ct iv ities Commirr cc '69, '7 0
Ca reer Day '69, '70
Co - C h airm a n '70
Hou se Co un c il '70
f-'ir f'hra 11rl Scaff '7 1

Rc.,i dcnt Assistant '7 1
Co mmunity Service '68, '69
Co -C hairman ' 68 , '69
Iri sh C lub '68, '6 9 , '70
W .R .A . '6R, '69, '70

KATY
Loving
small things,
children,
all of us.
Hiding that love
( none too successfully)
in loudness and ridicule
chat is a perfect measure
of her caring.
Concerned
not for a few
but for as many
as she encounters.
Ben ea th all this worry, frustration;
an optimist believing in fireplaces, and
the love of friends.
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M]CHAELA CATHERINE MURRAY
Burlingame, Ca lifornia
M AJOR :

ART lllSTORY

MINOR :

1:.Nt. Ll~ll

August 1971 G raduate
Co mmunity Se rvice '68, '69
Irish C lub '69 , '7 0
Treasurer '70

MAC
Most difficult
to get to know
Speaking easily as she does
of light affairs
and avoiding introspective conversation
But easy to live with, so readily
joining in the antics of others.
Her values traditional, her nature passive .
Extroverted in action, dependent
upon being with people,
while remaining shy.
Not extending herself,
waiting for others to initiate exchanges .
En joying art- sculpture,
loving to laugh. Dependably
organized.
Social life and college a duty of birth:
she finds school ... tedious.

IOI

DOROTHY MBULWA MUTUNGA
San Francisco, California
MAJOR:

SOCIOLOGY

MINOR: PSYCHOLOGY

December 1970 Graduate
Transferred from rhe Co llege of Mar in '69

DOROTHY
A Kenyan
educated in Arizona
in Oregon and now here
married with
two children.
Having worked diligently
for knowledge and wisdom,
wantmg now to
bring education
to others and doing so.
Travel in Africa, many
parts of America, in
books also - studying
people, personalities.
Sitting in Bertrand
watching the world change
and understanding.
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WILMA NEUHAUS
Sa n R afael, Ca li fornia
MAJOR:

HISTORY

MINOR : SPEEC H

Au gust 197 1 Graduate
Transferred fro m San F r anc isco Scace Co ll ege '70

WILLIE
Dynamic as all outdoors Compulsively
questioning - wanting to learn.
Talk-a-tive hands,
a positive mind
that listens to others
occasionally.
A flair for debate.
Espousing tolerance
fearing meanness.
A knack for being
just a little late.
Putting off today
and tomorrow an organized rush
to finish
but usually
ready.
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NGUYEN TH I OANH
Sa igon, South Vietnam
MAJOR:

SOCIAL SCIENCES

MINOR:

FREN C H

Transferred from Laval University '68
lntern a tional Student~ C lub '70, '71

MARIE LOUISE
Cosmopolitan living the ways
of America,
Vietnam, Canada.
Gleaning knowledge
hoping to help
her people.
Quiet, gentle,
penetrating an example of
Vietnamese womanhood.
Sensitive
as Beethoven's music carrying the
grace and dignity
of the Orient.
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DIANE MARIE NORMAN
Carmichael, Ca lifornia
MAJOR:
MINOR:

BIOLOGY

PSYC HOLOG Y

Transferred from American River Co llege '69
House Council '70
Irish Club '70
Resident Assistant '7 l

DIANE
A whirlwind
of hyperactivity
living for spurof-the-moment fun.
Cautious, preferring
to observe rather
than to be committed;
quick to judge admitting error.
An inquisitive mind
probing the depths
of the unknown a love for the
wonders of nature.
Filling life with
sociability and
a wild imagination.
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SISTER MARY AUGUSTINE O'CONNOR, S.M.
Coun cy Kerry, Irela nd
MAJOR:

SOC IAL SCIENCES

CONCEN TRATION:
MINOR:

SOC IOLOGY

ENGLISH

Transferred from the Co ll ege of O ur Lady of Mercy '69

SISTER MARY AUGUSTINE
Straightforward
practical
self-assertive and
business-like
accomplishing well the
affairs of study.
Taking things seriously
particularly the obligations
of friendship, and
the desire to teach.
Demanding a genuineness
from life and
refusing to waste energy
chasing after the
superficialities of life.
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MICHELE MARIE PEDEMONT
O:ikland, California
MAJOR: HISTORY
MINOR:

ART HISTORY

Class Vice -President '70
Social Chairman '69, '71
Community Service '68 , '69

SHELLEY
Tall, feminine a Romantic
encompassing the elegance
of chilled wine and
soft candle-light.
Easily excited - full of
surprises, apt to do
the unexpected two candlelightings?
Wan ting to get
involved; hating
to be stymied
by trivia.
Rising early
to walk rocky beaches,
green hills - searching
for the beauty
of the world.
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JOAN ELEANOR PHILLIPS
San Franc isco, Ca li fornia
MAJOR: SOCIOLOGY
MINOR: ECONOM I CS
PSYCHOLOGY

Class Secretary '70, '71
Tennis Team '68, '69, '70, '71
W.R.A. Secretary-Treasurer '70
Co-Captain '70
Community Service '68, '70
Captain '71
Irish Club '69
Young Republicans '68, '69
Music Club '68

JOANIE
Poised,
in the manner
of San Francisco.
An analytical listener
with an uncanny wisdom of
what makes people tick.
Dignified and gentle diplomatic;
choosing her words carefully.
Unyielding where her
principles are concerned.
A shrewd mind
full of surprises and games.
Relaxed and reserved with
a wide variety of friends.
Uniquel y herself.
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ANNA-MARIE P1ER INI
Carson C ity, Nevada
MAJOR:

ITALIAN LITERATURE

MINOR:

C lass Second Vice-President '69
Social Co mmittee '70
Stud ent Affa irs Board '70

FRENCH

Community Serv ice '68, '69
Ita li an C lub '68, '69 , '7 0, '7 1
You ng Repub lica ns '68, '69, '7 0

ANNA
Impetuous and adventurous.
Loving parties and good food.
Fascinated by people and how they think.
Listening and observing:
studying languages to
study people.
Withdrawing from others to
observe, a critical judge.
Inquisitive, and not always
pleased with the answers - pessimistic.
But keeping her thoughts
and judgments to herself.
Going after things directly and honestly,
yet a loner within,
a worrier without.
Reticent to discuss herself.
A crazy Nevadan with an Italian temper.
Confident. Giving time its biggest race.
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JULIE ELIZABETH RAMACCIOTTI
Sonom a, Ca li fornia
MAJOR:
MINOR:

SPEECH

ART HISTORY

Transferred from Santa Rosa Junior Co ll ege '69
Firebrand Staff '7 1
Communi ty Service '70
Drama Productions '69, '70

JULIE
Creating enjoyment for those
close;
busy hands making
"special little things."
Quiet smiles
masking subtle humor;
gentleness
saying more than
words ever could.
Sharing in
the happiness
of the moment to be remembered
for a lifetime.
Generous
g1vmg ma manner
entirely of herself.
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EVA RIGEUS
Malmo, Sweden
MAJOR:
MINOR:

ART

NURS ING

Transferred from the Red Cross Sc hool-Stoc kh olm '69
Comm unity Service '70, '7 1
Intern ationa l St ud ents C lub '70

EVA
Aesthetic painting people
and atmospheres
in warm pastels
and deep, bright colors devoting time to
screen and canvas.
Generously nursing
those around her understanding
people for what
they are.
The essence of
sophistication
and propriety
mixed with a
Swedish sense of humor .
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ROSE MARY ROYER
Belvedere, C alifornia
M AJ O R : HIST O R Y
M INOR : l' O LI T IC AL SC IENCE

D ece mb er 1970 G radu ate
Transferred from th e College of Ma rin '68

ROSEMARY
Wow, she exclaims,
as daily
searching out
beauty and excitement
she finds it
m
tennis well-played
in the in vol vemen t
of family
in sun and shade.
Concerned over
man's plight.
Fearing
yet optimistically
counter-attacking
with understanding .
and loving exhilaration
of life.
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ANDR EA MAE SCARBOROUG
Burlin game, C alifornia
M AJOR : SOC IOLOGY
M INO R :

F RENC H

Co mmunit y Se r vice '7 0
Bur lin ga m e C ity h airm an fo r
H eart Assoc iat io n

Frenc h lu b ' 62
Treasurer

ANDREA
Enduring fortitude
determined to finish
the beginnings commuting 7 5 miles (daily)
to complete
college after nine
years' absence.
Busily active making a home, raising
a family - yet
taking time for
.
.
commurnty proJects,
the Brownies and PTA.
Planning for later an elementary credential
teaching perhaps a realist
at peace with life.
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MIRIAM CLA IRE SHALLY

Oakland, Ca lifornia
MAJOR: SOC IOLOGY
MINOR:

I I ISTOR Y

August 197 I Graduate
Socia l Comm it tee '70
Irish C lub '68, '70
H ouse C hairman '6 8
House Counci l '7 1
Co mmunity Service '68, '69

MIRIAM
Ponders about
what others think.
A happy-go-lucky
view of life - puts off,
prefers all-night
sessions to study
here and now.
Not one to get involved,
has many acquaintances
few close friends.
Constantly on the move from weekly outings
to a floating college tour
around the world.
Ultimately serious
in the meantime
dashing off
for good times.
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PRUDEN CE ANN SILGER
Sac ramen to, Ca li fo rnia
M i\ J O R :

MA T t-1 EM ATI C S

MI NOR:

EN G LI S H

A .S.D. C . Pres ident '7 1
F reshm an C lass Treas urer '68
Exec uti ve Boa rd '70, '7 1
W.R.A . Boa rd ' 6 8, '7 0
Presid en t '70

C rew ' 68 , ' 69
Hikin g C lub '7 1
Tri sh C lub ' 68

PRUE
Pleased with simple things
forever dissatisfied with herself,
uncertain ...
and not.
Unorganized organization.
Rigid in what matters to her
and yet chaotic in the commonplace.
A practical idealist?
Prodding people to follow her ideals,
and hoping that she's
right enough, or even right.
Always qualifying, redefining.
Maddeningly mathematical in some quirks.
Almost late; (but) never quite; procrastinating.
Resistant to change,
or afraid to ...
or unwilling to ...
Unbelievable. But consistently Prue.
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SUZANNE ELIZABETH SIMARD
Sa li nas, Ca lifornia
MAJOR:

M I NO!\:

ART

PSYC HOL OG Y

Transferred fro m t he University o f the Pa c ifi c '67
Meadowlark Art Edito r '69
Comm unit y Se r vice '68
Drama Productions '68, '69

SUZANNE
Chic
mini-skirted
designer
creating fashions
paintings and prints
personalized
emblazoned with
color and charm
and hoping
to fit into a design
of home and children
mist and moonbeams
with perhaps
a little
rain.
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LINDA J EAN

Q UIRES

G lo uces te r , V irg inia
M AJOR : SOCIOLOGY
M INOR :

P SYCH OLOGY

T ransferred f ro m H o fst ra U ni ve rsit y '69
R.eli g io us Ac t iviti es Co mm ittee '7 1
It alian C lub '69
1-'irrbra 11d Staff '7 1
Mad ri ga l '69, '70, '7 1
Commu ni ty Se r vice '69, '70, '7 1
Si,~11111 Society '71
l rish C lub '70

LINDA
Quietly determined conservative,
often opinionated, but
tending to qualify - and so
ending in argument.
Reluctant to
go out to others
yet interested in
the how's and why's of man.
The optimistic-pessimist a "Leo"
born on Friday 13th!
Living according to
meaningful principles
but not imposing
upon others;
a child of God
sensitive to the wonders of life.
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JUDITH MAE STORSS
Fairfax, California
MAJOR: MUSI
M INOR: FREN CH

Transferred from the University of

alifornia, Berkeley '70

JUDITH
Blithe of spirit
immersed in music
and wanting to share
it with others.
Wan ting to be
the world's finest
concert pianist
and practicing
practicmg
the magic of Bach
the romance of Brahms.
A very serious
student but good
companion. Kind
appreciating people
the world about her
and especially
the rose garden.
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MEREDITH CLAIRE SWEETLAND
Oxnard, California
MAJOR: SOC IOLO GY
MINOR:

PSYCHOLOGY

House Social Chairman '69

MEREDITH
Features
mysterious, striking.
Quietly reserved.
Awake,
eager to decipher
the mind's function asleep through class.
Searching for
herself a place in society, the world.
Indirectly approaching,
sometimes eluding
simple answers.
Faithful to friends
blind to their faults.
Commonsensical.
Self-revealing
in quiet conversation.
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BEATRIZ TELEKI
Oakland, California
MAJOR:
MINOR:

SPANISH

ART HISTORY

Transfer red from Laney Coll ege, Oakland '69
Sigma Delta Phi '70, '71

BEATRIZ
Quietly flamboyant
Ill

temper and dress.
Vehemently
holding convictions
yet listening, observing.
Analytic
oftentimes blunt.
A bent for dramatics
seasoned with
unpredictable humor.
Every thought
mirrored
.
.
m an expressive
Latin face.
Thoroughgoing modern
laced with the ways
of an old culture.
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LYNN MARIE THEILACKER
Pinole, California
MAJOR:

POLITICAL SCIENCE

MINOR:

HISTORY

December 1970 Graduate
Gamma Sigma '70, '71
A c tivities Council '70
A.S.D .C. Vice-President '70
President
Executive Board '70
Re lig ious Activities Committee '69
Carillon Scaff '68, '69

LYNN
Quietly she listens to
word, to
thoughts and hearts.
Accepts tru ch
as it presents itself.
Speaks from person al
conv1ct10n
distillation of many
sources made hers
through introspection.
Quiet gesture punctuate
risks she dares
for her beliefs.
Open in friendship
yet shy.
Thus a mystery to chose who
know her less
than well.

14 1

GRACE LEE TOMLINSON
M ill Va lley , Ca lifo rnia
MAJ O R : SOC IO LOGY
MI NO R :

ENG LI SH

Augu st 197 1 G radu ate
T r ansferred from t he o ll eg c o f Marin ' 69

GRACE

Change a woman's life,
a kaleidoscope
of shifting patterns.
Student, worker, wife,
mother now again student
learning the ways
the world changes,
yet is ever the same.
Finding
in the peaceful campus
the prod
of intellect,
special friendships.
Looking to tomorrow,
and believing
"The best
is yet to be."
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CAROL EVALYN TUTTON
\X/a ianac, Hawa ii
MAJOR:

ENGLISH

M INOR:

SP AN ISH

Commun ity Se rvice '68

CAROL
Lucid as dew
or a mountam stream
and as
unfathomable.
A child
cherishing fish
and flowers and
especially cats
being pure unadulterated
joy ( and easier than people) .
Natural as wind
as happy and sad
as the wind.
Delighting in wilderness
but liking
a friend with whom
to explore
the unexplored.
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MARY ELIZABETH WARD
Bakersfield, California
MAJOR:
MINOR:

BIOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY

Science C lub '70, '7 1

MARY
A gen de person
impressionable
reflecting chameleonlike the personalities
of those
around her.
Unexpectedly
rising to demanding
heights;
knowing also the
plateaus.
Making and keeping
friends easily.
Her moods chrystaline
fragile and transparent.
Herself forever running
in circles.
Typically - absent minded .
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MARY ELIZABETH WEISSENBURGER
Novato, California
MAJOR:
MINOR:

HISTORY

POLITICAL SC IENCE

Gamma Sigma '70, '71
Who's Who Among Students in Amer ican Co ll eges and Universities '71
W.R.A. President '69
Executive Board '69
Special Events Committee '69
Caril/011 Staff '69
Meadowlark Business Manager '70

Firebrand Editor '7 1
Residcn t Assistant '7 1
o mmuni ty Service '68, '70
Internationa l Scudcnrs C lub '69
Music C lub '69
Madrigal '68, '70
Sigma Society '70, '71

MARY
A shy smile
masking anxious emotions.
Meeting challenges
head-on realistically coping with
failure and compromise.
Stubborn as
the Wall of China yet listening willingly.
An elephantine memory
for details
humorously punctuating
eager conversat10ns.
Forever doing enthusiastically
striving for success achieving high goals.
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K ATHLEEN W IGTON
Hrn1ilro n Ai r Force Base, Ca li fo rni a
MAJOR:
M INO R:

MAT II E MATICS
C II E M IST I\ Y

D ece mber 1970 G r adu at e
T ransferred from Grove C ity College, Pen nsy lvan ia '69
Co mm un ity Se r vice
Drama P rod uc t ions '68, '69
Grove icy Co ll ege

KAY JAY
Determined to do things
properly - so organized that
projects are not done
just on time
but ahead of time.
Pragmatic.
A worrier.
Finds happiness in
things done well.
Intelligence in matters
of math and science
does not preclude
a love of sports
nor a dexterity in
the womanly arts sewing and all that.
Devoted to learning but
her husband comes first.
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MARIA EUGENIA ZAVALA
Chinandega, Nicaragua
MAJOR: ECONOM ICS
SPANISH

D ece mber 1970 Graduate
Internat ional Stu dents C lub ' 68, '69,
Ga111111a Sigma '69, '70
'70, '71
Sigma Delta Phi '70, '71
Spa ni sh C lub '68, '69, '70, '71

MARIA
Grandiose
a La tin manner and
temper about her.
An economics major
maintaining deeply
.
.
senous conversat10ns.
Not economical with money
or time.
Organized - at the last minute
not before.
The image of perfection in dress
utter chaos in her room.
Listening to all ideas
yet stubbornly adhering
to her own thoughts and ideals.
Sensitive, helpful, dual
reflecting two cultures,
two extremes.
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in memoriam

LINDA HOWER
let the senses go with the
maturity of restraint,
let the intellect explore the wilds,
while not ignoring the tamed.
let the person smile for all
that is his.
let this happiness learn to give.
then will come the light air of world freedom
and then will be eternal peace.

j.p. '71
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GONERIL
We suffer from a lack of inevitability here.
I should have been the fated one, the wronged one,
the great one
to die out of grief and passions, not out of hunger.
I know how to love as strongly as he and feel his anger.

I would eat his pain whole, and have it roar up in me
and kill me
but do not know how. He, who is only stupid,
and old, and without hatred, is allowed
hard intercourse with madmen and beasts and
lightning.
He bred me too prettily; I have forgotten
the child in me who ran to hide in wet caves,
who wore dirt from the ground. I was bred to a
mask that holds me
to muffled antagonisms.
He challenged the whole universe. He will be defeated
much niore easily than I would be if I had clothing
to stand the storm. I would scream at the bastard
lightning
until it tore me in two for anger and pleasure;

I would scream louder than thunder and have it deny
me,
deny to obey me. From the love
of a black panther, I would have it claw me;
it's claws could not hurt what it could not understand.
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I am not allowed. I am only this proud, to deny him
my comfort,
and give the accidental privilege: that he goes mad
and bestial in my forest mine, that he called me out of, when I was a child,
that he called me out of, to come in by fire and shelter.
Bo Thorsen

MEMORIES
Where I once saw a robin's egg blue sky on a bright
sunny day,
I can barely see the neighboring hills some 3 miles
away now shrouded in smog, and Julie tells me that
this will be a "clear" day by the year 2000 if I stop
driving my car.
Where I once paused to watch a bumble bee dip into
a delicate wild iris and then fly to another flower,
I see a bulldozer leveling ground and a white sign
whose black letters proclaim, "Zoned for commercial use."
Where I once saw cattle grazing peacefully on gentle
slopes, their black and white markings contrasting
with the spring green of the grass, I see the black
asphalt and white lines of a 4-lane highway.
Where I once witnessed ( across a golden field on an
early autumn day) the lazy galloping of horses,
guided by brown-legged children riding easily on
their backs, I see a pile of industrial garbage lying
naked in the sun.
Where I once delighted in picking blackberries on a
summer's day trying not to rip my pants as I moved
among the thorns in the overgrown field, I see an
unstylish, typically suburban house, empty because
it is so poorly constructed.
Where I once smelled the scent of burning wood and
saw the smoke rising out of chimneys to be carried
away by the wind, I smell only che foul air.
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Where I once saw neighbors taking after-dinner strolls
on cool fall evenings, bundled up in overcoats and
scarves, protected from the cold night air, I see
deserted streets and bleak white lights mounted on
metal poles casting strange shadows on the houses.
Where I once tasted water and it trickled down my
throat and refreshed me, I drink a colorless substance which is cal1ed water but which smells and
tastes like chemicals.
Where I once saw friendly faces - even smiles on
strangers' faces, I see bodies and masks, ·and smiles
are few.
Where I once walked barefooted through the foam of
the pounding Pacific waves, careful not to step on
jel1y-fish while looking for rocks smoothed by the
never-ceasing hammering of the waves upon them
with such force that the rough edges were shaped
into gentle curves, I can now only listen to the
mighty roar of the gray ocean because the beach is
stained by a freighter's oil leak.
Where I once walked among pine trees and marveled
at their fresh smell and evergreen needles, I walk
and see green needles tinged with yellow-brown
spots, and I wonder how long the trees will Jive before the disease which the cars have carried to the
mountains will kill them.
The memories are many.
The memories linger.
And the heart aches.
Karen Vogel '72
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AIX70
Green! The greenest green of grass one could ever
hope to see! Or maybe it wasn't really so green. Oh,
but for me it was the most beautiful green ever - a
European green that I was looking at for the first but
not the last time.
We had set out from San Francisco Airport, five
strong, adventurous women. I guess I should say five
young girls frightened out of their wits, already homesick yet thrilled with the prospect of a dream come
true. We united as seven in Paris, a perfect group of
guinea pigs for the Dominican Year Abroad Program.
Jeanne-Marie Grabarczyk was the experienced one
and as devoted disciples, Mary Frances Jeffrey, Nan
Farasyn, Ealish McCarthy, Patty Langlais, Ingrid Marcantoni, and myself followed, very close behind.
Despite the loss of an overnight bag, the eating of
too many meals on too many planes, and the allover
feeling of wide-awake fatigue, I thought it was a very
good way to stare a new, entirely different year, especially since I was lying on a very comfortable bed
in a Marseille hotel.
It was a year of promises, promises fulfilled. A year
of friends and fun, joy and laughter, heartbreak and
love. Oh, yes, love! Love of friends, of places, of feelings, of days, a love unending in beauty and joy and
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sorrow! Bue it's so hard to cell you how you feel when
you find yourself looking at your home, Aix-enProvence, from the cop of Mont Sainte-Victoire, how
you feel in Florence looking at David after so many
years of dreaming of seeing him, or how you feel when
you realize the strength of the love flowing from a
very angry Greek brother because you were dumb
enough to go to Marseille alone with M.F. Oh, and
the beauty of exchange; how can I tell 'you what it's
like to try haltingly to speak another's language and
to see the gleam of delight and pleasure in the eyes of
your patient listener, or to listen intently to his faltering tries at your language and then to enjoy the laughter that follows when you both realize how crazy you
both sound? Or how it feels to sit in class and desparately whisper to your neighbor, "Huh?" as he is
also trying to figure out what the professor just said.
But it's not all fun and laughter; it's pain and sorrow, too. The pain of being completely alone and, oh,
so homesick, the pain of Christmas away from home.
And it's the final sorrow of having to say good-bye.
Yet these pains and sorrows are beautiful too. To miss
home so terribly on New Year's Eve and still be able
to spend it with a family who cares and loves, this is
Wonderful. Or to go shopping for wine and pastries
With a friend when it's pouring rain outside because
a bunch of you are having an impromptu dinner in the
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Rougier's tiny kitchen. Or to end up showing a French
girl and a Greek boy how popcorn pops even though
you were only making it because you were depressed
and in so doing to be cheered by their surprise and
laughter. How better to be happy again!
She's happy, Europe that is. She's also sad, young and
old, pretty and ugly, friendly and hostile, intellectual
and spiritual, and she's people. Maybe that's what I'm
trying to say: monuments or no, Europe is people and
I think that is what made that green so green at Amsterdam's airport, made that wine taste so good and
yes, that's what made my year in Europe so incredible!
Barbara Dudley '71
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A JOURNEY
Once upon a time, many, many years ago, there was
a small caterpillar. He was very fine indeed. His soft,
fuzzy coat kept him warm; his big black eyes allowed
him to see large expanses of green leaves, and his long
antennae helped him to hear the many sounds of the
earth.
But alas, he had one complaint. He wanted to travel
more than anything in the world. His numerous little
legs made it difficult for him to get anywhere in any
amount of haste, and long excursions just completely
tuckered him out. In short, he was pretty much limited to his garden patch.
Day after day as he went about his work, he would
watch the birds fly about the sky, free to land wherever
they wished and quite able to travel from place to
place. One bright, sunny morning, after he had been
bird -watching, he began to wonder what it would
feel like to have wings and best of all to be able to fly
wherever his heart desired.
He had heard mysterious tales about wise old
Mother Nature, so he decided to seek her out and present his problem to her. He had no idea where she
lived, but he was sure if he were persistent he would
find her. He realized his journey would be very long
and dangerous (for a caterpillar must always be carefu l lest he be stepped on) .
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Nevertheless, he was determined to make the journey. The very next day after breakfast he set out. He
crept slowly out of the familiar surroundings of the
garden patch out into the eternal landscape of the big
world. The autumn sun was hot and his pace was very
slow. He grew tired and weary, but still he did not
give up. Instead he became more determined to find
Mother Nature.
Day after day, he continued his journey. He crossed
dry fields and rocky paths and grassy slopes. The
weather was becoming chilly and the gentle breeze
turned into a strong wind. Soon it began to rain. The
poor litcle caterpillar was cold and wet. He did not
know how much farther he would have to travel in
order to find old Mother Nature. Still, he did not give
up hope. He knew in his heart that he would find her.
So he traveled on. Soon the rain became so heavy that
he knew he must find a shelter. His heart called out
to Mother Nature, wherever she might be.
His prayer was heard. That very evening a strange
thing happened. He had been resting just beneath a
leaf, and all of a sudden he felt a covering gradually
envelop him. As he spun round and round inside, the
covering grew thicker and larger until finally daylight
was completely obscured and the covering tightly
closed. A deep sleep came over him.
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When he finally awoke, the rain had stopped and
the spring sun was shining brightly. And then, he
realized that a terribly wonderful thing had happened.
His body was no longer thick and fuzzy, and he no
longer had numerous little legs. His body had become
long and slender, and it was shiny black in color. His
antennae were a little longer and his black eyes were
a little larger. But the most marvelous thing was that
he had wings, big, beautiful and many-colored wings.
He soared gracefully to the sky and his spirits soared

with him. He was so happy he could hardly contain
himself. For now he could travel.
His heart was bursting with gratitude for the wonderful gift Mother Nature had granted him. And as
he soared higher into the sky, a gentle voice whispered
in one of his antennae, "In reward for your coui:age
and faith my little friend. May all those caterpillars
after you follow your example." And then he knew
that Mother Nature does not reside in any one field
or garden or forest. She is everywhere at once and her
spirit can be felt in every living thing.
Sharon Gehlken '7 4
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BASEBALL IN THE BUSH
When our plane put down at the neat little airport
in the southern region of Malawi, Central Africa, baseball was the last thought in my mind. Here in this
picturesque place I was nearly half way 'round the
world in miles from Candlestick Park, U.S.A. My
assignment, a one-year post as tutor of child psychology and health science in a teacher - training college at
the edge of the bush, did not include coaching the
"great American sport."
In less than a month I had met and made friends
with children from nearby villages. Most of the boys
attended the Full Primary School just at .the base of
the hill. To my delight they spoke some English - and
rather well. Perhaps it was the Peace Corpsman, who
preceded me in that area by some two years, who first
told the boys about American baseball. I'm not sure.
Nonetheless, young Simone remembered that there
were two bats and a ball in his school's supply press.
He was definitely interested for it was he who wanted
to know, "What do we do with them?" "You are an
American," he insisted, "Tell us about American baseball - all about it!" For the moment, I felt a little
hard put to explain the whole game. Understandably,
I had had no thought of including baseball pictures or
appropriate equipment among my items of luggage.
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However, I did my best at once to comply with Simone's request. We were a small group, five or six,
stooping there in the dust beside the path. I picked up
a twig and sketched out a diamond in the powdered
red-clay. This little effort was followed by a series of
small x's to indicate positions of various players. That's
where it all began - my coaching career.
By nightfall when I started for my room, my head
was filled with thoughts of batting, fielding, base run ning, strikes, bases on balls, etc. No denying it, baseball
was definitely on my mind! "It really didn't seem
difficult to explain the main points today," I mused.
But, the fine points, I knew, were quite another story.
But why should I allow this to concern me? After all,
I did have a major in physical education from San
Francisco State - the women's department to be sure,
and that some twenty years ago. But suddenly, I rea lized that I desperately needed an assist. My brother,
Bob, had played some professional ball back home.
Within minutes I was at my desk firing off a letter to
Denver. "Dear Bob, ... "I explained my challenge and
reg uested a Little League Rulebook by return air mail.
I even went so far as to suggest that my nephews might
have a few pieces of equipment that they would be
willing to part with. In less than two weeks I had my
reply. An overwhelming response it was! "Now, Sis.,
if you're going to talk baseball you've got to give the
boys a ·c hance to play the game as it should be played,"
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Bob advised. "We all think it's a great idea. The boys
(his sons) and I have mentioned the project to a few
friends." "What PROJECT?"; I panicked. As I read
along, I found out! "The kids at the high school are
excited about it and so is their coach. Some of the
fellows at work have offered to help get equipment
together. We'll send it along as soon as possible. Be on
the lookout for a good-sized crate. Oh, yes, is there
some man out there who can help you coach?" Ob viously, Bob had not remembered my college major or
else he had little, if any, trust in my muscle and my
memory. Time had come to face the fact - Mlanje
district, Malawi, was about to cultivate baseball players
and I, as coach, would have less than a full year in
which to get the first crop ready. Overwhelmed as 1
was, I did enjoy the thought of American baseball in
the bush!
Down I went next morning to the boys' school to
speak with the headmaster. Mr. Kapalangwe could not
have been more gracious. He was delighted with the
whole idea. At once I was introduced to Mr. Mejah, a
Malawian teacher of science and physical education.
He was quick to off er every possible assistance, especially in the matter of translating completely new
terms into some understandable form of the local dialect. Mr. Mejah and I were destined to comprise the
entire coaching staff. Later that same day we talked
over our plan with the boys, who, needless to say, were
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more than eager. By three o'clock forty had signed up.
Some of the boys were older than I had expected, sixteen or seven teen. We could hardly deny these older
boys the first opportunity. We would have to think
of something else for the younger ones. I knew that
forty was my maximum, yet I hesitated to disappoint
the ten, eleven and twelve year olds. That problem
was solved to some extent by teaching kickball to a
group of my college student-teachers, all young Malawian women. They in turn volunteered to teach it
as a sort of lead-up game to the younger boys. By
now, it seemed co me, everyone in Mlanje district had
become involved in the little PROJECT!
We made a few large diagrams and posters, set up
three practice sessions a week, classified players and
worked on batting, pitching and base running while
awaiting our crate. Things take time co come by sea
-New York to the Cape, then Durban and Biera and
finally by rail to Blantyre in Malawi. Our crate was
no exception. le took the better part of three months
before it had cleared customs. During that time I
found the Malawians, at least those I knew, far more
patient than at least one American. When the great
day :finally came, we pried the lid off of our 500-16.
crate. No one could have been more delighted, more
excited than those kids - not even me! Words could
never describe their wide eyes and broad smiles; yet
I'll never forget the sheer delight we shared out there
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in the bush as we stood knee-deep in uniforms, caps,
sox, bats, balls, gloves, catchers' gear, scorebooks,
leather conditioner, windbreakers, etc. The kids were
chattering and laughing like a thousand young parrots.
Right then and there I discovered that being a coach
was great - just great!
No time was lost in setting a date for our first official
game, Green Caps vs. Blue Caps. Our boys were bigger
than most Little Leaguers back home, so the village
tailor came to the rescue and altered some of the uniforms. While everyone and everything was still spick
and span, I got my trusty lnstamatic and took a few
color slides. The villagers were invited and our fir st
game was played in the clearing at the bottom of the
hill. Oh, yes, in all the excitement we had completely
ignored one fact - the boys had had no previous
experience with the use of gloves or mitts. The score
of that first game, all three innings of it, told us in no
uncertain terms what we should have known. Everyone could hit and rather well, but absolutely no one
could field! Hit after hit the score rose to an unbelievable 42 to 39. We all laughed and learned and had
a wonderful time. Needless to say, the next few weeks
were spent almost exclusively on fielding sessions. The
boys worked hard and caught on fast. Our second
game, five innings, ended in a score of 1 O to 8-reasonable score at any rate. There was cause for hope!

It was going to be hard to end that year, I knew; but
there would be vivid memories of one wonderful year
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of baseball in the bush. And so there are. Let's hope
that Simone and his friends remember too and that the
boys of Mlanje continue to enjoy playing the great
American sport as much as I enjoyed seeing them play
it there in Malawi, Central Africa.
Postscript: When time came for me to leave my
post, Simone made a short speech and then pressed
the following letter into my hand along with a box
.
ly 6" x 8" x 5" :
approximate
Dear Sister Damien,
On behalf of my pupils I wou ld like to thank you from
the bottom of my heart for all what you have done.
No any other person ever thought of doing such a
great help you have offered both maticuliarly and practically, you ha ve shown the oness of God in human
beings.
We really appreciate all what you have done. I promise you that I will take m y greatest care on the material s
you have left for the sc hool. We are grea tl y worried on
your leavin g. We hope and pray hard for you that God
ma y send yo u back to Malawi sometimes after seei ng our
friends in the States.
Please receive our poor offer of a few eggs by me and
some of the boys. Though very little but it should try
mean our feeling towards you.
Remember to write us when you get back home.
Please remember us to your beloved brother who made
everyth in g possible for us. Tell him more of us here.
I will write him.
May God bless you and lead you everyday.
Yours in God.
P. S. Mejah-Teacher.

The contents of the box: Half a dozen chicken
eggs. Those eggs meant more to me than any Big
League contract.
Sister Damien, 0.P.
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THE DEA TH OF WOMEN'S LIBERATION
or

''If Your Mother Hasn't Told You By Now ... "

I have recently read a collection of essays on women's liberation geared to inform the public what
women's liberation is about. Having read the essays
with some care and consternation, I conclude the
movement is doomed, fatally doomed. Why, you ask?
I offer the following observation.
I am a college admissions counselor or more commonly referred to ( mostly I must add by high school
counselors) as a recruiter. Since most college administrations find the term "recruiter" both distasteful
and psychologically damaging to the reputation of the
college, I shall avoid any further reference to it. I
represent Dominican College of San Rafael ... California ... just seventeen miles north of San Francisco,
across the Golden Gate Bridge. I represent it to high
school students in search of "the college of their
choice" and to high school counselors in order that
they wil l refer it to high school students who will then
make it "the college of their choice." I am a traveling
saleslady, a public relations diplomat, a liaison, a 32-
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toothed always smiling young lady ( the perfect prod uct of "Dominican-ness") and occasionally I get ro
counsel a student in regard co the academics of Domin ican College of San Rafael ... California ... just seven teen .miles north of San Francisco, across the Golden
Gate Bridge.
I ·start each day eagerly bouncing forth from my
nice warm motel room and charging forth to my 8: 15
appointment at XYZ High School in All-America,
U.S.A. With a little bit of luck, two posters, four
announcements and six aunts who have gone to the
college, two students have signed up to see me. Out
of these two, odds have it chat only one will show ( one
is invariably sick, absent without leave, or taking a
civics exam) . If, by some fluke, the two show up, it
is because they are inseparable friends and if one were
sick, the other would be too; if one were AWOL, the
other would be also, and of course both would have
identical class schedules (hence both taking the civics
exam), etc., etc., ad infinitmn. Regardless of the rea sons for their appearance before me (many attend college visitations to get out of class), I am delighted that
they are there and for the next 45 minutes I have chem
in my sphere of influence which is to convince chem to
make an application to Dominican College of San
Rafael ... California ... just seventeen miles north of
San Francisco, across the Golden Gate Bridge.
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I lie awake nights thinking of ways to snare these
young lovelies onto our attractive 100-acre wooded
campus. I tell them with overt enthusiasm of Dominican's many outstanding attributes - the in-depth
humanities program for the freshmen and sophomores
( marvelous especially if you don't know quite yet
what field you may want to go into), the magical
physical beauty of our suburban campus, the 1-10
faculty to student ratio, the program in special education to work with the Trainable Mentally Retarded,
the outstanding music department, the always acclaimed English department, etc., etc., ad infinitum.
During my excitingly colorful 81-slide presentation
of many 32-toothed always smiling Dominican Dollies
enjoying the academic and social atmosphere of the
College, I give a little pitch for the pros of women's
education and women's colleges (oh, woe the stigma
of being referred to as an "all girls' school"). I muse
confess to true women's libbers chat I preface my
remarks with the phrase 'Tm not a women's lib freak,
but ... " and then go on to list the obvious advantages
of women's colleges.
Once I have finished the slide show (by which I
might add they are duly impressed), I entertain ques tions from the floor. The :first question is invariably
(and I say invariably because I have baited them with
the last slide to ask) "How much does it cost?" I am
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so proud of them for asking; what a keen sense of
responsibility this shows to their parents' pocketbook.
And then, and then, I can see it coming every time;
I brace myself for it - the universal question - the
reason I think Women's Liberation is fated for a swift
death. Ninety-nine and 44/ 100 per cent of the time
the second question is "Where do the boys come
from?" My idealism in education is once again
crushed; the forty-five minutes of values, goal and
academic interests we have just openly discussed are
buried. The train has switched tracks independent of
the conductor.
In my effort to regain control I can only retort "If
your mother hasn't told you by now ... " etc., etc.,
ad infinituni. Women's Libbers, I'm afraid your death
lies in the seventeen-year-old mind.
Colleen K. Buxton '66
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THE SEA
Silently creeping
Closer, closer,
Rising steadily
A mountainous hill.
Crash!
It tl1unders down
Roaring,
Clamoring,
Reaching,
Stretching,
When ...
Suddenly,
Quietly edging back,
Retreating,
It begins again.
Michelle Stefanko '7 4
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FAREWELL, FARE WELL,
YE BERTRAND BELLES!
A million tomorrows shall all J1ass aw ay

'E r<· I f orget all the joys that are mine toda y.

Today? Today at eight in the morning I went up to
the second floor of Bertrand Hall, to my old bedroom alcove in Dormitory Four, now labeled by the Education Department "Conference 23." No bed, no desk,
no dresser there - only wooden bookcases .... I leaned
against the door of what used to be my closet, but
what now serves as a storage place for elementary
school science equipment, and looked out the big steel framed windows at the tops of incense cedars ringing
the court.
Why bother to stand idle in a science equipment
room at eight o'clock on a perfectly good Monday
morning? In order to be quiet leaning there against the
old closet door, to hear Sounds of Silence from 1967,
and to think about you who were freshmen in those
days, you who called yourselves the Bertrand Belles.
And what of the building itself, this Bertrand Hall,
this place of so many reminiscent sounds?
In 19 51, St. Louis Bertrand Hall had opened as a
Lower School for resident and non-resident girls. It
had been named in honor of Mother Mary Louis,
Mother General of the Dominican Sisters of San Rafael
from 1887 to 1929. Her patron saint, a sixteenth -
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century Spanish Dominican m1ss1onary priest and
novice master, had shown a delightful proficiency in
giving frequent parties for the young Dominicans he
taught. (Would it be that you Bertrand Belles had
somehow caught his joyous attitude toward recreation
because you lived in a building named for him?)
In 1965, because the Lower School was soon to move
to a new campus, the resident faGilities of Bertrand
Hall were taken over by the College. Workmen removed many of the little-girl features of the second
floor, with its six dormitories ( three each on either side
of a long, locker lined hallway), and its one large classroom that you used for a lounge; but even after the
work was done, the half-walls· separating bed from bed
in each of the dormitories remained, and so did the
curtain-doors and the hall lockers that mercilessly
clanked and squealed no matter how hard you tried.••·
In 1965 the first College freshmen moved their shag
rugs and stereos and posters and popcorn poppers into
Bertrand, and learned how to Cope in Groups without
Walls; and there you yourselves were two years later,
with three Sisters and two upperclassmen for residence
chaperones, and all that open space: six dormitories,
one huge lounge, forty-million lockers that clanked
and squealed the length of the hallway, and a wonderful sun deck that cheered you all, day or night, fog
or fair.
The thing that mattered about Bertrand was not so
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much the physical setting and whether you enjoyed or
not such a completeness of Coping in Groups, but the
way in which you were able to assimilate the setting
into a reasonable and very pleasant way of life for
yourselves. Certainly not everything was easy or altogether happy for you; therefore, I used to marvel at
the way you Coped: you seemed to survive not having
a place of your own, with four walls and a door, where
you could have a good, solitary cry; and if you were
the kind who talked in your sleep in French or Chinese
( or worse - English), or practiced relentlessly on the
E-major chord of your guitar, everybody knew it, and
cringed. One of the most frustrating things for you
must have been to have submitted your Simon and
Garfunkle mood to that of the girl three alcoves over,
who had the option on the radio (KFRC-WEATHer! It's FIFTY DEGREES in San Ra-FAEL! ! ! NOW
-Anthony Newley singing "Stop the World I Wanna
Get OFF"!!!).
But frequently you did come together on musical
tastes: surely you'll never forget the October night
you celebrated a Full Moon Party on the sun deck;
with a banjo and several guitars (by then that girl
had learned the £-major chord) you found it easy to
spend two hours singing everything you knew, particularly for your own enjoyment and that of the Full
Moon, but incidentally for the whole neighborhood,
thanks to the generous amplification of the swimming
pool beyond the Bertrand court.
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You had other parties too, birthday parties and en gagement parties and holiday parties, in that big second
floor lounge that was a real challenge to decorate, but
which was worth all the effort when you saw what
balloons and miles of crepe paper could do to transform bare white fluorescent lights and window frames
and the blackboard and the wall of lockers (workmen never did renovate the former classroom: hence
more clanking, squealing lockers and the blackboard,
very useful for printing giant "Happy Birthday To
You" signs upon).
But perhaps some of the best parties took place at
those impromptu weekend affairs where you sat crosslegged on the hallway floor by the two telephones near
the signout desk. This was the most central place on
the second floor, the place from which you could hear
and comment on one side of a telephone conversation,
see who were going out on dates (if you sat there long
enough you could see who came in from dates as well),
and read the signout cards to see where everyone was
for the weekend. You could sit forever if you liked,
and listen, chat, philosophize, complain, exuberate,
learn. Sometimes someone would go downstairs for you
to the coke and corn nut machines, and after a little
perking up, you would be ready for another session of
listening, chatting, etc.
Of course your freshman world extended far beyond the second floor of Bertrand. In all of your minds
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there was a clear distinction between the second floor
(Upstairs: yours) and the first-the classroom-floor
(Downstairs: everyone's). Coming Upstairs from
Downstairs meant that you could crash up and holler
all the way in the stairwells, so perfectly built as concrete and glass sound tunnels; but going Downstairs
from Upstairs meant that you entered the world of
walls and of people who had to be understood because
they were used only to residing behind closed doors,
and who didn't really know the deepest meaning of
the term "give and take." For that reason, perhaps, you
seemed especially generous in giving your time and
selves to others. You recall the Downstairs janitor who
didn't seem to know how to wax a floor, and how, the
day before Parents' Weekend, one of you attempted
to show him how to lay wax and to buff the floor hut in reality did most of the job yourself.
Upstairs, certain laws prevailed, no matter what;
one of them was the Law of Survival through Sleep.
Every once in a while something would happen to alter
the routine of sleep, and jeopardize survival - but
again you Coped. Remember the day that you all decided to go to Mass as a Group? At 6: 15 a.m. one of
you snapped on all the dormitory overhead lights,
issued a loud "IT'S TIME," and you somehow managed to get yourselves up and into the world of Down stairs.
Wh,,11 l wolu• 11J, this morning, you Wl'ff on my mind . . .
, l'i ·c go/ trouh lcs, l' vp go t 1vor:-i1·s, /'1 °1' go t 1v01111ds to hind . ..
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Do I make light of your freshman year, Bertrand
Belles? Please do not see it as so, for I lived with you
from your coming to Bertrand, to your going, and
I too can remember sad and hard things as well as
light-hearted ones. But whenever we get together now
and reminisce, we seem to end up pretzeled into laughter shapes. Is it because the annoying things have worn
away and only the happy things have remained? It
might be that a million tomorrows and yesterdays too
shall indeed come to pass away, but that we shall have
been grateful for remembering especially the joys of
all those days.
Sister Marie, O.P.

A POLITICIAN
l-':1ir son of Rome, as Romulus of old,
Se lec ted by the gods for mann er bo ld,
Rise up, take hold, the city lays outspread,
Hushed, damp, wa itin g to be led.
Round yo u rise the seven hill s of old ,
The herita ge that on ce was touc hed by gold.
The hou ses now rise hi gher tlun the hills,
Hig her sti ll t he ra ge which secs the ills.
Co nflict, hun ger, poverty are t he re,
While cars and industry pollute t he ai r.
Soon hid from sight the g lories of t he bay,
With your own blessing, Sir, for " it w ill pay."
Presented with a scheme, your mind's eye scans
For price, for ga in , for g lory in the pbn;
To g uide yo u r w it, tr ue figures can yo u name
In terms of dolbrs, votes, and public fame.
You hear the thoughts of the poor, the old , the young,
And name to your committees th o5e unsung.
Twice accused, unjustl y in the main ,
Royalt y and b lood again yo ur ga in.
How embarrass in g t he claim once mad e
That tributr to the Godfather was pa id .
That half percent raised uni versa l cry,
"More taxes pay, to bring comm ut ~rs nigh?"
Bart 's walls and noise and dire approach the peaks,
On either side chose districts, dank and bleak.
Victorian houses cru mble ' neath che blow;
R epair would be coo high, and progress slow.
So in the place of beauty sta nd those wa lls,
Conc rete, g lass, or steel, modern, tall .
Adobes molder , co bb les tone arc pa ved ,
Like g u ll s and pigeo ns, wh y shou ld they be saved ?
Cat hedrals rise, and skyways break the dawn,
The c ity of the past is mayor's pawn.
Patron of t he arcs, frie nds of music ians,
May Cod deli ver you, 0 Politi c ian .
Bo Thorsen
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LONG SANDS
Going to Bolinas is an experience to be savoured
moment by moment. A weekend is short and can fly
by leaving you none the wiser if you do not know how
to enjoy it properly.
The first impression, the trip itself, is a lasting one.
Once out of Fairfax, the green rolling hills rapidly become mountainous. Soon the road is dipping, climbing, twisting; now sunlit, now shadowed by closegrowing trees until the whether-or-not of sunglasses is
puzzling indeed. At night wild animals are seen along
the way, and you must be prepared to stop quickly if
a deer should spring out in front of the car. When you
reach Olema ( pop. 60) the ride is almost over. Still,
the little Protestant Church that signals a right turn
comes sooner than expected. Then, left on Alturas and
up a winding road-with the lagoon far below on the
left - to its end, Long Sands.
If you are among the first to arrive at the house,
dust covers must be removed, electricity turned on,
wood brought in and a fire started, and maybe a couple
of beds made for the Sisters who will be there. There
will be food and laundry to put away also. It's fun
to get there early and do these chores, but it is as much
fun to arrive later to a blazing fire and a cry of "You're
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just in time for dinner!"
After the first priority (food) is taken care of,
activities begin. The house itself furnishes many opportunities. There are bookcases with an odd assort ment of books for those who like to curl up in front
of the fire and read. It is even possible to do some
studying if you have a steady goal and a firm will.
For the domestic types, cooking for such appreciative
appetities is a joy, and there are usually closets and
cupboards which need rearranging. Even cleaning up
after meals is not toil, for everyone does her part with
good cheer.
Daytime activities vary according to individual
tastes. The view of sun-silvered sea with tree-spotted
hills in the background is inspiration for artist and
contemplative. Venturing forth into town is a must.
There you are at liberty to enjoy poking into California history in the antique shop, finding hidden treasures among the old books at the Purple Heron, and
being delighted by beautifully made purses and belts
and Dale Roush ceramics in the leather shop . Or you
can go for a long walk (with a lunch), bringing back
so much of the local flora (dried) that you are
greeted on your return with, "Well, you look like
Birnam Wood coming to Dunsinane !"
The beach is always the biggest attraction. There
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you can make sand candles, sit in the sun if there is
any, or swim if you are a sturdy soul. For personal
preference, nothing can beat walking along the edge
of the water, playing tag with the wavelets and looking for shells. On the Bolin.as beach there are quantities
of limpet, olivella, and other shells, some no more than
one-quarter inch from end to end. Farther along, on
Agate Beach, you can pick up bits of colored glass
worn smooth and an occasional piece of California
jade, as well as multi-colored stones which might be
agates, but no one else is quite sure either.
Evening activities also depend on the individual.
During dessert and just after dinner there are "intellectual" games to be played. Then there is usually a
group which goes for a walk; this is all very well with
a flashlight, but it would be too easy to go over the
cliff without. Some like to play bridge, others work
jigsaw puzzles, read, roast marshmallows, or just relax
and talk. There is always music - usually guitars and
singing, but sometimes radio or phonograph - and
occasionally, a recorder or two. Often one of the highlights of the evening's entertainment is charades: stellar performances of a piece of seaweed and of a split
end have been given within recent memory. Finally it
is time to bring down the mattresses and get ready for
bed. And there is no more comfortable way to sleep
than wrapped in blankets i~ front of a fire.
Along with the natural beauties to revel in and
other-than-school activities to pursue, there is nothin g
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like a Bolinas weekend for meeting new people and
making new friends. The days pass too quickly; the
time comes to return to San Rafael. It is hard for even
a seasoned and addicted Bolinas Weekender to say
which is the best part: the anticipation, the doing,
or the remembering.
Lynn Holden

The FIREBRAND st aff asked Etal Adnan if she could
perhaps give us a poern for publication. She wrote in
answer :
Here is t he poem. le is a b it of a riddle: I was ha v in g dinner
in Ca ler uega with a few students; it happened chat m ost of
t hem were sc ience majors. Monique Klee was there; and
Marge Dean was ce llin g how in the lab chat a f re moon w hilc
wait in g for the crysta ls to be formed, Monique was read in g
Ver laine for the Fr~nch class in X lXch centuqr poetry that
she is raking w ith m e. The d isc uss ion turned to whether
there is or there is no t poetry in science ... and I was among
those who were say in g there is. So I asked w ha r poem it was
that Moniciue was reading and what was the formula for the
crysta ls ... I promised to w rite a poe m on chem char ni g h t
. .. and I did . I hope yo u wi ll put it in the Firebrand.
thanks,
Etel A.

And we did; and here is the poem .

The Birth of Crystals
or
Verlaine in a Laboratory

The first assignm en t
said:
add
potassium permangana re
to
hydrochloric acid
R emembe r alchemy .
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The second
assignment:

read Verlaine
read Verlaine
in French
outside it is Spring
each tree a hu ge
flower explosion
the sky is a waterJilled bucket
washed out
water and deterge nt
ha v ing whitened the cloud s
the student wa s reading
solei ls couchan rs
a weakened dawn
pouring melancholy
pour rou luene
aromatic acid
on the beach
let your ima g ination
be the reflux apparatu s
where hu ge and purple
suns
warm up
your so lutions
the melancho ly of
experiments which
may never work
slow to come
if ever . ..
The temperature fe ll.
The poem was read.
The crysta ls
pure ben zo ic acid
were born.
Ere! Adnan
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FIRE STORMS
When the fire storms of the future come,
Leaping from island to continent;
And the cinders from all the icons
Broken and whole,
Kiss greyly a flattered flag reading $1.9 8;
When Orion and his brothers, the eyes of men who love,
Cease to blink;
And all the trampled laughs of humanity,
Turned to dust,
Cease to swirl around those deceased;
When the fire storms of dead humanity,
Unfoolish in a simple world,
The last of the devouring, hungry without a will,
Slyly, surely pounce upon the beach,
Our shadows, etched upon the glass,
Lingering
Something that knows we were not destroyed
By man's last handclap;
No; A flame that birthed m you,
T h at birthed in me.
Bo Thorsen
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LIGHTS OUT
Once upon a time, TV and even dri ve -in movies
were unknown, if you can imagine that; there was
only radio. So you see, there wasn't too much for the
younger high school kids to do in the winter except
to listen to the radio. Sundays were good because we
could listen to Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny, Fred Allen,
and people like that. But Friday nights were best;
that's when we listened to "Lights Out." If you've
never heard of "Lights Out," that's too bad. It was
the eeriest and most gruesome mystery program on
the air. There wasn't much fun in listening alone
though, so we'd have "Lights Out" parties. Actually,
they weren't really parties; we'd just invite a gang of
kids our age to someone's home and listen together.
We'd all get settled comfortably somewhere in the
room, mostly on the floor, then turn on the radio and
Wait for the announcer to say: "Lights Out, everyone." He always said "Lights Out" in a low, solemn
voice. When he said "everyone" it was like a command,
and we'd put out the lights. There was always a slowly
closing, creaking door in the background, and when
the door fina lly closed with a bang, the story would
begin. We always kept the lights out during the entire
program, no matter how scary the story became. No
one ever admitted to being scared, although occasionally a girl or two would get up and run to the bath room during a gruesome part. We'd give them a hard
time when they returned. Sometimes, while the lights
Were out, it would become a smooching party. There
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was always at least one couple who came just to smooch
anyway, no matter how good the show was; they were
usually juniors or seniors and didn't really appreciate
a good mystery story. Just like today in a drive-in
movie, right?
We did more than just listen to mystery stories
though; we also made up our own. My brother Frank
and I, and Mae Rogers, a girl who lived catty-corner
across the field from our house, were the ringleaders.
We needed only two kids to tell a story, but usually
several would drop in to listen and then tell their own.
Most of the time we made up our stories as we went
along, but sometimes we'd vary a "Lights Out" story
and tell it like we thought it shou ld have happened.
After a while, we each settled on a particular kind of
story and we would just vary it a little each time we
retold it. We'd even call each other by the titles of
our stories, like people used to call my brother "Old
Bloody Bones" Frank. We never tired of rehearsing or
retelling the same old stories; in fact, as we listened,
we'd suggest changes to make them better or more
gruesome. Sometimes we'd even include our listeners
in our stories, but we'd make sure they never were
killed or even hurt, just scared to death when demons
almost caught them or a bloody hand came out of a
wall and just missed grabbing them. It was fun to
watch their faces as we told our stories.
One night, my brother Frank and I fixed up a
scheme to scare the daylights out of Mae Rogers. We
invited Mae over to our house to hear a new ghost
story. We knew she couldn't res ist because for a four204

teen-year-old girl, Mae was one of the best story tellers
around. Her stories were really creepy. But best of all,
she was a good listener. While Mae and I were sitting
in the dark living room and I was telling a story about
a whitesheeted ghost who liked to cut girls up into
little pieces, "Bloody Bones" Frank sneaked out of the
house and put a white sheet over his head. Just as I got
to the good part of the story, and Mae was all big
eyes and ears, Frank's whitesheeted figure rose up in
the window opposite to where Mae and I were sitting.
The figure emitted a low, mournful sound and moved
back and forth across the window. For a moment,
Mae just stared, unable to move; her mouth was working but no sound came out. Suddenly she found her
voice, jumped up from the couch screaming, and ran
up the stairs crying for my mother. That girl could
really run, and scream too! When Mae got to the top
of the stairs, she ran into my bearded grandfather who,
attracted by her screams, was running down the hall
in his white long winter underwear. Mae screeched
and came bounding down the stairs two at a time and
ran out the front door, only to bump into "Bloody
Bones" Frank, still in his sheet. Boy, was there ever
bedlam! Mae went running down the street scream ing, my grandfather was standing at the head of the
stairs shouting: "What's wrong? I'm not naked"; my
mother was yelling at Frank and me for scaring Mae,
while we two were rolling on the floor with laughter.
After that, we didn't tell mystery stories for a long
while, at least not at our house.
Nels Lecklikner
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FIREBRAND PATRONS 1971

Alumnae Association of Dominican College
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Dahl
Mr. :rnd Mrs. Carl DeBarbrie
Mrs. Frank DeBarbrie
Elsie M. Diebold
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse B. Dudley, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Edelman
Mr. and Mrs. Philip E. Gannon
Mr. George Gaskins
Mrs. Helen Giacomini
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Hower
Mr. and Mrs. Paul M. Hupf
Mr. and Mrs. H. Y. Isa
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Johansing
Mr. and Mrs. Eric C. Kinsey
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Liechti
Dr. and Mrs. Cedric S. Lussier
Mr. and Mrs. C. MacArthur
Mr. and Mrs. Bruno P. Maraccini
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McGrath

The Meadowlark
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W . Mohr, Jr.
Lt. Col. ( ret.) and Mrs. George Mosconi
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Murray
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Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Norman
Dr. and Mrs. Leo Pedemont
Mrs. Maria Pierini
Mr. and Mrs. Elio Ramacciotti
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Shally
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Si lger
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Sweetland
Mr. and Mrs. Wil liam R. Theilacker
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ward
Mr. and Mrs. L. .J. Weissenburger
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